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What would you write if you knew only other trans people would

read it?

I have the all-too-common experience of being misgendered by students

while teaching remotely. In the refractive prism of Zoom world, I can

watch my face shift in real-time, from a bookish effete young man to a

scared, defensive, failed woman. I am forced to witness the

concreteness of misrecognition’s affect: the way that I see myself

changes, my features reorder in an instant without my consent. 

Contrast this with my FaceTime calls with my dear friend Esther. In

my hand, I hold both my face and hers, and we look fucking fantastic. I

catch myself preening, playing with the angles of light on my face.

How could I have forgotten that I am a handsome young man? How

could anyone see otherwise? 

Much has been written about the dangers of visibility for Trans

people, especially Black trans women: to be seen is not necessarily to be

understood - to be seen is also to be surveilled, policed and targeted for

violence. When we are visible, whose gaze are we subject to, and

what narratives are being imposed upon our bodies? 

We’ll Be Our Mirrors / Glen Kalliope Rodman

“Not only does it divert focus from those who are most on

the margins due to racial capitalism and neoliberalism, but

visibility also invests in forms of normativity that may harm

the very people that liberal-minded people and organizations

aim to support. Finally, the project of visibility is ahistorical in

suggesting that things are “getting better,” when the reality is

that it is only getting better for some, and even then, the gains

are marginal, slow to come, and stratified along lines of

race, class, sexuality, and gender.”

Z Nicolazzo, “Visibility Alone Will Not Save Us: Leveraging Invisibility As A

Possibility for Liberatory Pedagogical Practice”
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Yet we must be visible to each other in order to survive and organize.

Knowledge, including self-knowledge, can only be developed in dialogue

and collaboration. We are all co-creators of ourselves and the world

around us.

How can we collaborate to make our world worth living in? A question

worth asking one’s self, regardless of identity or positioning. but when

you are trying to build a selfhood in an environment structured to police,

deny, and eradicate that selfhood, the project of self-making becomes

urgent, an aspect of survival as much as eating or sleeping. The miracle

of feeling others see what I wanted to see in myself gave me the courage

(uncharacteristic for me, a bona fide coward) to pursue transition as an

arc towards a survivable “me.”

In Trans Care, Hil Malatino describes the experience of seeing a

billboard reading “Trans People are Sacred,” the (unattributed) work of

trans artist Jonah Welch: “Anonymous, named but not represented, and

hailed in the complexity of my need—to be seen and unseen

simultaneously, to be comforted and also left alone, to, for once, feel

held and witnessed within a public space without being made subject to

other people’s witness of me.” Making art together - seeing together - is a

form of trans community care. It’s a way to parse one’s own reflection,

to reify both the self and the other in trust and good faith.

SEEN/UNSEEN is an attempt at reciprocal self-making: by us, for us,

about us. 
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Passing? Visibility & Just Letting Trans People Be /
Atlas A. Lee-Reid
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(untitled) / Judy Giera
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(untitled) / Wendy Wildshape
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the story starts the same way:

i was walking down the street the other day

clinging to my humble few servings of fruit to last me the

next week

because the six, seven, eight, nine

the fine line between divine androgyny

teetering on masculine if you squint hard enough

defining my caloric count.

but--that’s a different poem.

i was walking down the street the other day

clinging to my grocery bags as if to shield myself

two men, cigarettes perched on their pursed lips

no purse? but, a curse, a threat to their own masculinity

as if i cried, i called, i barked to these men

“what are you?”

but no, they did.

i put my headphones louder and walked a little faster

but that just irritated, an imitation of what it would be like if

their words weren’t weapons

they barked again, with a different demand:

“show yourself.”

what are you _ show yourself / charlie jasper
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“show yourself.”
show you what?

show you the binder i use to lie to those eyes, to your eyes, 

to cause you to investigate my chest, too late, my breasts

have already been neatly tucked away, the flesh pressed

behind the nylon-spandex vest.

“show yourself.”
show you the scars on my wrist

from the “she” instead of “he”
endlessly, endlessly

my unmistakable femininity

my dad saying “you just seem like a woman to me”

“show yourself.”
but i am.

i crafted these boot-cut jeans, this sweatshirt, these pin stripes

to hide the silhouette

that i bet could get me in even more danger

because curves contrasting the gritty city grid 

by shadows and streetlight are dangerous.

but--that’s a different poem.

“show yourself.”
i would be showing you a different narrative of masculinity

i would be showing you a man with a high voice

a man with breasts and a man with hips and a man with thighs

and a man with lips

a man trapped not in his body, but in perceptions of his body.

what am i?

a trans rebel.
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charlie jasper / photo by Carli Neusdadt
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(untitled) / Myf Norris
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Visibility is the Pride flag hanging in front of my house. 

My cis-gendered partner and I bought our home in December, in a nice

neighborhood not too far from the city park. Our kids walk to the end of the

street to get on the bus and every so often the street sweeper goes chugging

along. Train tracks run a ways behind the house, and every morning at ten my

youngest runs to watch them go by through the trees. People walk their dogs by

our house and Trump banners wave cheerfully back to them.

What I’m saying is, I live in conservative white hell. Quaint, peaceful, and

suffocating.

As an AFAB queer enby, I’m out as out can be online but I play it safe in my real

life. There are kids at my children’s school who get teased for being gay. Two

years ago, a gay couple less than ten miles from our hometown had a

homophobic slur burned into their yard.

Burned.

The message was clear, and it hasn’t gotten any better.

Here, visibility costs dirty looks and whispers. Being snubbed by other parents.

Kids being bullied. At worst, a nice slur burned into your lawn. No violence that I

know of, not that it would be on the news.

And yet, I persist.

I tell people I came out for my child, and it’s mostly true. It’s important to me that

they know it’s okay to be who they are. But I can’t tell them it’s safe. Not here.

“Visibility is the Pride flag hanging
in front of my house.” / B.N. Laux
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On the other hand, it almost seems like they want us to be visible. To lay eyes

upon their enemy. The ones they loathe and ‘pray for’. . . We’re called the

groomers and the pedophiles and the freaks. Sinners.

They want a face to slap on their demon before they slay it.

 

We’re expected to be educators and defend our identities with facts they

refuse to believe. They say they love all of God’s children, but I’ve never felt

more unwanted than in a church. 

My coming out has been in layers. Bisexual to pansexual to non-binary. I’ve

been peeling off the opinions and prejudices of others to finally discover

who I am beneath their weight. Making sense of my own identity is hard

enough—it’s harder yet to make sense of the hate people insist on carrying

for anyone who doesn’t embody their idea of perfection.

The very first Pride event in my current city was held last year. I’d like to say

that’s progress but after the onslaught of anti-trans legislation, I can’t. My

heart is too heavy. Not to mention it was held in August instead of June. 

And the website of the group hosting the march hasn’t been updated since.

I can’t be sure if it still exists.

Invisible is how I feel.

So I leave my flag out at night, even though I’m afraid. I dress how I please

and don’t care what the neighbors might think. And I encourage my kids to

befriend the ones being bullied instead of the bullies when I can.

Mine is a quiet resistance, and it’s all that I have.
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At Large / TFEM
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What You Owe and What You Own / Andy Lindquist
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A Call For Submissions!

Shapeless Press is seeking collaborators! If you are

interested in contributing to our upcoming zines, or

have an idea to pitch, say hello at

shapelesspress@gmail.com. 

We'd love to work with you!

- SP Mgmt.




